A search for first generation scalar and vector leptoquarks (LQ) as well as for squarks (q) in R-parity violating SUSY models has been performed using e + e − collisions collected with the OPAL detector at LEP at an e + e − centre-of-mass energy √ s ee of 189 GeV. The data correspond to an integrated luminosity of about 160 pb −1 . The dominant process for this search is eq → LQ/q → eq, νq, where a photon, which has been radiated by one of the beam electrons, serves as a source of quarks. The numbers of selected events found in the two decay channels are in agreement with the expectations from Standard Model processes. This result allows to set lower limits at the 95 % confidence level on the mass of first generation scalar and vector leptoquarks, and of squarks in R-parity violating SUSY models. For Yukawa couplings λ to fermions larger than √ 4πα em , the mass limits range from 121 GeV/c 2 to 175 GeV/c 2 (149 GeV/c 2 to 188 GeV/c 2 ) depending on the branching ratio β of the scalar (vector) leptoquark state. Furthermore, limits are set on the Yukawa couplings λ for leptoquarks and λ ′ 1jk for squarks, and on β as a function of the scalar leptoquark/squark mass.
Introduction
Leptoquarks (LQ) are coloured spin 0 or spin 1 particles carrying both baryon (B) and lepton (L) quantum numbers. They appear in many extensions of the Standard Model as a consequence of the symmetry between the lepton and quark sectors. The Buchmüller-Rückl-Wyler (BRW) model [1] used in this paper assumes lepton and baryon number conservation. Moreover the simplifying assumption is made that a given leptoquark couples to just one family of fermions which means that only first generation leptoquarks can be produced in electronphoton scattering. The first generation leptoquarks may decay into either an electron 1 and a quark or into a neutrino and a quark. The branching ratio of the decay into an electron and a quark is commonly denoted by β. Table 1 shows all the possible leptoquark states considered in this paper (scalar and vector) using the most common nomenclature [2] along with their electric charge and fermion number F = L + 3B. The branching ratios β given in this table assume that the leptoquarks couple only to Standard Model particles. To respect the existing limits on the product λ L · λ R we assume that for the scalar states S 0 and S 1/2 and the vector states V 0 and V 1/2 either the left-handed or the right-handed coupling must vanish, i.e. λ L · λ R = 0.
At an e + e − collider different diagrams are expected to contribute to single leptoquark production in electron-photon collisions [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . The dominant diagram is eq → LQ (Fig. 1) , where a photon, which has been radiated by one of the beam electrons, serves as a source of quarks through its fluctuations into hadronic states. The electron-quark interaction produces a leptoquark which is assumed to decay subsequently into an electron or a neutrino, and a quark. The photon remnant may disappear down the beam-pipe or add some activity in the forward region of the detector. The diagrams shown in Fig. 2 are also relevant, whereas e + e − annihilation diagrams with a single leptoquark radiated in the final state and diagrams with quark and/or leptoquark exchange in the t-channel but without photon exchange are suppressed. The signature of single leptoquark events is one hadronic jet with high transverse momentum, balanced either by one isolated electron or by missing transverse energy due to the neutrino. Both topologies are studied in this paper.
Squarks (q) in supersymmetric models with R-parity violation have the same production mechanism as some leptoquarks. R-parity is a quantum number which equals +1 for particles and −1 for their superpartners. Table 1 shows the correspondence between the squark and the leptoquark states. R-parity conserving decays are possible for squarks, in addition to the R-parity violating leptoquark decay modes. The ratio between the R-parity conserving and violating modes depends on the parameters of supersymmetry and on the size of the coupling. For this analysis the branching ratio for R-parity conserving decays has been set to zero and consequently β has the same value for squarks and the corresponding leptoquarks. Supersymmetry allows only left-handed couplings to leptons for these states. In the most general superpotential of the Minimal Supersymmetric Model (MSSM), the renormalizable gauge invariant operator which describes the coupling of squarks to quarks and leptons and violates R-parity is λ
, where i, j and k are generation indices of the left-handed doublet superfields of leptons (L L ) and quarks (Q L ), and right-handed singlets of down-type quarks (D R ). Only couplings λ ′ 1jk to first generation leptons are considered in this paper.
Several experiments have searched for leptoquarks. DELPHI analysed the single scalar and vector leptoquark production setting limits on the mass ranging from 134 GeV/c 2 to 171 GeV/c 2 at an e + e − centre-of-mass energy √ s ee of 183
GeV [9] and for a Yukawa coupling λ > √ 4πα em . The H1 collaboration at HERA has searched for leptoquarks in deep-inelastic neutral current (NC) and charged current (CC) electron-proton scattering at high Q 2 [10] . First generation scalar (vector) leptoquarks have been excluded for masses up to 275 GeV/c 2 (284 GeV/c
2 ) for λ > √ 4πα em and fermion number F = 0, while masses up to about 200 GeV/c 2 have been excluded for |F | = 2 leptoquarks. Leptoquark limits as a function of the assumed couplings have also been obtained from fermion pair production at LEP2 at √ s ee = 130 − 183 GeV [11] .
Leptoquark pair production limits have been obtained by the LEP experiments at √ s ee = M Z [12] and at √ s ee = 183 GeV [13] , and by the D0 [14] and CDF experiments [15] for leptoquarks of the three generations. The leptoquark pair production limits are independent of the Yukawa coupling λ in pp scattering. In e + e − scattering the leptoquark pair production cross-section can be considered independent of λ only in the region of small λ where t-channel quark exchange can be neglected compared to the s-channel diagram. At LEP2 energies, √ s ee = 183 GeV, the mass limits for first generation leptoquarks vary between 80 GeV/c 2 and 90 GeV/c 2 , depending on the leptoquark state [13] . Scalar leptoquarks of charge −1/3 are only excluded for M LQ < M Z /2 [12] . A combination of the CDF and D0 search results for a first generation scalar leptoquark yields a lower mass limit of 242 GeV/c 2 for β = 1 [16] . The CDF and D0 collaborations [17] as well as the four LEP experiments [18] have also searched for pair production of R-parity violating squarks.
Leptoquark pair production limits obtained at LEP are sensitive to the mass region M LQ < √ s ee /2, whereas single leptoquarks can be produced almost up to the kinematic limit, M LQ = √ s ee . Even though the leptoquark mass range covered by CDF and D0 inpp scattering is higher for most leptoquark states, the scalar LQ(q) charge F decay mode β analysis presented here is more sensitive in the low β region (β → 0). For β ≡ 0 no production in eq collisions is possible. In addition, this search is also sensitive to the production of ec (and es) states, but only flavour-diagonal couplings λ are considered in this paper.
We present a search for leptoquarks with M LQ > 80 GeV in electron-photon scattering using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 164.7 pb −1 (eq channel) and 158.4 pb −1 (νq channel) at e + e − centre-of-mass energies of 189 GeV.
The OPAL detector
The OPAL detector is described in detail in [19] . It is a multipurpose apparatus having nearly complete solid angle coverage with excellent hermeticity. The central detector consists of two layers of silicon micro-strip detectors [20] surrounding the beam-pipe and a system of gaseous tracking chambers inside a 0.435 T solenoidal magnetic field.
The lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) with a presampler is located outside the magnet coil. It provides, in combination with the forward calorimeters (FD), the forward scintillating tile counter (the "MIP plug") [21] , and the silicon-tungsten luminometer (SW) [22] , a geometrical acceptance down to 25 mrad from the beam direction. The SW luminometer measures the integrated luminosity using small-angle Bhabha scattering events [23] . The magnet return yoke is instrumented for hadron calorimetry (HCAL). It is surrounded by several layers of muon chambers.
Kinematics and Monte Carlo simulations
The Monte Carlo simulation of the process e + e − → LQ + X is done with the program ERATO-LQ [25] which can generate all the states listed in Table 1 and calculates the cross-sections for the scalar and vector states 2 .
The total cross-section for the production of leptoquarks of mass M LQ can be written as a convolution of the probability to find a photon with the momentum fraction z in the electron, approximated here by the Weizsäcker-Williams effective photon distribution f γ/e (z) [24] , and the probability to find a quark in the photon. This probability can be parametrised by parton distribution functions (pdf) f q/γ (x, µ 2 ) of the photon, which are evaluated at the scale µ 2 = M 2 [4] . The Bjorken scaling variable x is given by x = M 2 /zs. With these assumptions the total cross-section for scalar leptoquark production is:
where
is obtained by convoluting the parton level cross section with the quark distribution f q/γ (z, M 2 ) in the photon. In case of unpolarised electron beams, the total cross-section for the production of vector leptoquarks is twice as large as the cross-section for scalar leptoquarks [1] . This approach based on the pdf is used in the calculations of the diagram shown in Fig. 1 by Donchesky [4] and it is also implemented in the Monte Carlo generator PYTHIA [26] .
However, PYTHIA can only generate scalar leptoquarks with charge −1/3. It has therefore only been used to check the cross-sections calculated by ERATO-LQ [25] . This Monte Carlo generator uses a perturbative calculation of the diagrams in Fig. 1 and 2 . It is expected to give the correct angular distributions both for the scalar and vector leptoquarks.
Cross-sections calculated with ERATO-LQ and PYTHIA using λ = √ 4πα em and charge −1/3 (e.g for S 0 ) are shown in Table 2 . Using a different parametrisation of the pdf, GRV [27] instead of SaS-1D [28] , has almost no effect on the resulting cross-section. In ERATO-LQ the exact total cross-section given in [6] , taking into account all possible diagrams, can also be calculated. In comparison, the total cross-section calculated perturbatively by the MC generator ERATO-LQ is 10 − 20% smaller than the exact total cross-section used to calculate the limits.
ERATO-LQ generates the four-vectors of the direct decay products of the leptoquark. A scalar leptoquark decays isotropically in its rest frame leading to a flat distribution in the variable y = (1 + cos θ * ), where θ * is the decay angle of the lepton relative to the incident quark in the leptoquark centre-of-mass frame. The decay angles in the decays of vector leptoquarks are distributed according to dσ/dy ∝ (1 − y)
2 . The simulated photon is always real, i.e., the negative squared four-momentum of the photon, Q 2 , is identical to zero.
The partial decay widths of a scalar (S) and a vector (V) leptoquark are
Since the leptoquark carries colour, it could hadronise before its decay into fermions. This effect is taken into account in the systematic uncertainties but not The total cross-section for the single production of the state S 0 with charge −1/3 as a function of the leptoquark mass M LQ calculated by the Monte Carlo generators ERATO-LQ and PYTHIA at √ s ee = 189 GeV using
in the standard Monte Carlo simulation, since it should only be important for Γ S,V ≪ Λ QCD . The decay width Γ S is 16 MeV for λ = 0.1 and M LQ = 80 GeV/c 2 .
JETSET [26] is used to perform the hadronisation of the leptoquark decay products. It has been checked with ERATO-LQ that the event properties of the different leptoquark states are very similar which allows to simplify the generation considerably: For each of the seven masses listed in Table 2 , samples of 3000 events for scalar and vector leptoquarks were generated for the two leptoquark decay modes separately and only for one state. Also, no extra squark events needed to be generated.
All relevant Standard Model background processes have been studied using Monte Carlo generators. Multi-hadronic events (e + e − → qq(γ)) have been simulated with PYTHIA 5.722 [26] . KORALZ 4.02 [29] has been used to generate the process e + e − → τ + τ − and BHWIDE [30] to generate the Bhabha process e + e − → e + e − .
Deep inelastic eγ events in the range Q 2 > 4.5 GeV 2 including charged current deep inelastic scattering (CC DIS) events have been simulated with HERWIG 5.8 [31] . PHOJET 1.10 [32] has been used to generate hadronic two-photon events (i.e. e + e − → e + e − hadrons) in the range Q 2 < 4.5 GeV 2 . Leptonic twophoton events have been generated with Vermaseren [33] . The events generated with HERWIG, PHOJET and Vermaseren are called two-photon events. An alternative hadronic two-photon sample for systematic studies has been generated using F2GEN [34] for Q 2 > 4.5 GeV 2 and PYTHIA for Q 2 < 4.5 GeV 2 . Other processes with four fermions in the final states, including W pair production, have been simulated with grc4f [35] and an alternative sample has been generated with KORALW [36] . The generated signal events and all the background Monte Carlo events have been passed through a full detector simulation and the same reconstruction algorithms as the real data.
Event analysis
We search for events with one hadronic jet and either an electron or missing energy balancing the transverse momentum of this jet. The analysis uses tracks measured in the central tracking devices, clusters measured in the ECAL, the HCAL, the FD and the SW. In addition to quality requirements which ensure that the tracks have their origin close to the e + e − interaction point, tracks must have more than 20 hits in the central jet chamber and more than half the number of hits expected for the given track. The transverse momentum of the track with respect to the beam direction must be greater than 120 MeV. Tracks with a momentum error larger than the momentum itself are rejected if they have fewer than 80 hits. Calorimeter clusters have to pass energy threshold cuts to suppress noise. To avoid double counting of particle momenta, a matching algorithm between tracks and clusters is applied [37] . Clusters are rejected if the energy of the cluster is less than expected from the momentum of an associated track. If the cluster energy exceeds the expected energy by more than what is expected from the resolution, the expected energy is subtracted from the cluster energy. In this case the track momentum and the reduced energy of the cluster are counted separately.
The tracks and remaining clusters are used as input to the jet finding algorithm and to determine the missing transverse energy of the event. Jets are reconstructed using a cone jet finding algorithm with a cone size R = 1 and a minimum transverse jet energy E T of 15 GeV [37] . The cone size R is defined as R = (∆η) 2 + (∆φ) 2 , with η = − ln tan(θ/2) being the pseudorapidity, φ the azimuthal angle and θ the polar angle in the laboratory frame in radians. ∆η and ∆φ are the differences between the cone axis and the particle direction. No cut on the pseudorapidity of the jet is used at this stage.
The electron plus hadronic jet channel
In this search the selection cuts were optimised for a leptoquark decaying into a single quark and an isolated electron. The electron is identified by requiring a minimum of 20 hits used in the measurement of the specific energy loss, dE/dx, and a dE/dx probability for the electron hypothesis of more than 1%. Furthermore, the ratio of the total energy of the electron measured in the ECAL to the momentum of the track associated to this ECAL cluster must lie between 0.7 and 2. The identified electron with the largest momentum was assumed to be the electron from the leptoquark decay. Since the electron is included in the jet search, it is usually reconstructed as a jet. Candidate leptoquark events are selected based on the following cuts, which are identical for scalar and vector leptoquarks:
• The event must contain more than four tracks (n ch > 4).
• Exactly two jets must have been reconstructed (n jet = 2). One of the jets must contain the highest energy electron.
• The highest energy electron must have an energy E e greater than 2 GeV. The electron energy E e is the energy of the calorimeter clusters matched to the electron track. This cut is effective against all sources of Standard Model background, especially two-photon events.
• The jet not containing the electron must consist of more than six particles (n qj > 6), where the number n qj of particles is defined as the sum of the number of tracks and calorimeter clusters after matching. This cut reduces the number of e + e − → τ + τ − and the number of Bhabha events and also some of the remaining leptonic two-photon events.
• The total energy E HCAL measured in the hadronic calorimeter has to be greater than 1 GeV. This cut is effective against Bhabha events.
After this preselection, 5739 data events remain. The selection efficiencies are given in Table 3 . They are significantly smaller for the vector leptoquark states than for the scalar leptoquark states due to the angular distribution of the decay electrons which is peaked at cos θ = ±1 for vector leptoquark states. The following set of cuts is applied to the remaining events:
EQ1) To ensure that most of the measured energy comes from the two jets, the energy E qj of the hadronic jet and the electron energy E e must add up to more than 80% of the visible energy E vis , i.e. ((E qj + E e )/E vis > 0.8). This cut is efficient against multihadronic and four-fermion events (Fig. 3a) .
EQ2) The ratio of the missing transverse energy E T / and the invariant mass M jj of the two jets has to be E T / /M jj < 0.15. The invariant mass M jj of the two jets is calculated from the four-vectors of the two reconstructed jets. This cut reduces the four-fermion background by a factor two (Fig. 3b). EQ3) Since the electron is expected to be isolated, the difference between the electron energy E e and the energy E ej of the jet which contains the electron has to be smaller than 2 GeV (|E e − E ej | < 2 GeV). This eliminates most of the remaining e + e − → qq(γ) events (Fig. 3c ).
EQ4) The electron must lie in the angular region defined by | cos θ e | < 0.8 (Fig. 3d) . This cut rejects mainly two-photon events with a scattered electron within the detector acceptance.
In Table 3 the number of data events and the expected number of Standard Model background events taken from the Monte Carlo are shown after the preselection and after each subsequent cut. The number of Monte Carlo events has been normalised to the data luminosity. The selection efficiencies for three different scalar and vector leptoquark masses are also given.
cuts Pre- Figs. 3a-d show the distributions of some of the cut variables for data, Standard Model background and the leptoquark stateṼ 0 with a mass of 120 GeV.
The data distributions are in general well described by the Monte Carlo simulation. After all cuts the Standard Model background is expected to be mainly due to four-fermion and two-photon interactions.
The | cos θ e | distribution depends strongly on the leptoquark mass. This is shown in Fig. 3d where an additional distribution for a leptoquark mass of 80 GeV has been added. The cut | cos θ e | < 0.8 is necessary to reduce the background from two-photon events, but it also significantly reduces the efficiency for small M LQ . Fig. 4a shows the selection efficiencies after all cuts as determined with ERATO-LQ as a function of the generated leptoquark mass M LQ . Fig. 4b shows the distributions of M jj for data, Standard Model background and for the stateṼ 0 using λ = √ 4πα em with M LQ = 80 GeV/c 2 and 120 GeV/c 2 . After all cuts, 21 events remain in the data which is in good agreement with the predicted 21.9±1.1 (stat) Standard Model background events.
The neutrino plus hadronic jet channel
In the case of the decay of a leptoquark into a neutrino and a single quark, the search has to be optimised for a single hadronic jet in the detector. Its transverse energy E T,jet must be balanced by the neutrino. The cuts are therefore:
• Exactly one jet must have been reconstructed in the pseudorapidity region |η j | < 2.
• No hit in the MIP plug with a significant charge deposition is found.
• The jet must consist of more than six particles (n qj > 6).
• The distance of the primary vertex to the nominal interaction point has to be less than 2 cm.
The following cuts are applied to the 432 data events which remain after this preselection:
NQ1) The ratio between the jet energy E jet and the total visible energy E vis in the event has to be greater than 0.8 (E jet /E vis > 0.8). This cut is very effective in reducing all sources of Standard Model background like multihadronic and two-photon events.
NQ2) The difference between the jet transverse energy, E T,jet , and the missing transverse energy, E T / , has to be less than 2 GeV (|E T,jet − E T / | < 2 GeV) in order to ensure that the final state consists of a single jet balanced by missing transverse energy.
cuts
Pre- Table 4 shows the number of data and Monte Carlo events normalised to data luminosity after each cut beginning after the preselection. The signal efficiencies for three different scalar and vector leptoquark masses are also given. The efficiencies are similar for scalar and for vector states.
After all cuts, 7 events remain which is in good agreement with the Standard Model expectation of 8.9±1.2 (stat) events. From the two-photon events only the CC DIS events give a sizeable contribution to the final background composition together with the hadronic four-fermion processes. Fig. 6a) shows the selection efficiencies as determined with the scalar and vector leptoquarks generated with ERATO-LQ after all cuts as a function of the generated leptoquark mass M LQ . Fig. 6b) shows the distribution of the transverse mass M T = 2E T / after all cuts for data, Standard Model background, and for the state S 1/2 using λ = √ 4πα em with M LQ = 80 GeV/c 2 and 120 GeV/c 2 .
Results
The systematic errors on the expected signal rate are: (a) the luminosity measurement with less than 1 %, (b) the model dependence of the leptoquark fragmentation with 1 to 5 %, (c) the parameter dependence for the jet finding with 2 to 5 %, (d) the Monte Carlo statistics with 1 %.
A special version of PYTHIA has been used to study the difference between models where the hadronisation is simulated before and after the leptoquark decay into an electron and a quark [38] . The difference in the average charged multiplicity within the geometrical acceptance of the detector increases with leptoquark mass and is always less than one unit. The model dependence of the leptoquark fragmentation has therefore been estimated by varying the cut on the charged multiplicity by one unit in the Monte Carlo while keeping it fixed in the data since the charged multiplicity cut is expected to be very sensitive to the hadronisation model. In addition, the jet finding parameters have been varied: the value of the minimum transverse energy for a jet has been changed by ±5 GeV and the jet radius R has been changed from 1 to 0.7. The effect from the variation of R is negligible. The Monte Carlo model dependence has been studied by comparing the alternative background Monte Carlo sets defined in section 3. In the eq channel the alternative two-photon and four-fermion sample predict each an increase in the total number of background events of about 10%. This would lead to a higher limit on the leptoquark mass than the Monte Carlo sample used. For the νq-channel the four-fermion generators yield consistent results and the expected two-photon background decreases from 2.4 to 1.3 events, leading to a negligible change in the mass limits.
The systematic errors are added in quadrature and they are taken into account in the limit using the procedure of Highland and Cousins [39] .
The limits have been calculated for three different values of the branching ratio β = 1, β = 0.5, and β → 0, since for β ≡ 0 no production in eq collisions is possible. The limit calculations have been performed according to the procedure of [40] which takes into account the expected background, the mass resolution, the candidates, and the efficiencies. The cross-section excluded at the 95% confidence level, σ 95 , resulting from these calculations is shown in Fig. 7 for scalar and for vector leptoquarks. The resulting mass limits are given in Table 5 for λ = √ 4πα em , where the electromagnetic coupling constant α em is taken at the mass of the leptoquark with α em (M LQ ) ≈ 1/128. The upper limit at the 95 % CL of the coupling λ (λ ′ ) as a function of the mass M LQ is given in Figs. 8 and 9 . We have also derived the limit on M LQ as a function of β for couplings of electromagnetic strength (λ = √ 4πα em ), i.e. the assumption is dropped that the branching ratio β can take only the values 0, 0.5 and 1. In Fig. 12 the limit on β as a function of M LQ is compared to the D0 results [14] which only exclude values up to M LQ = 80 GeV/c 2 for β = 0. Our analysis is more sensitive in the low β region, yielding a limit of M LQ = 175 GeV/c 2 for β → 0. A similar region has recently been explored by H1 [10] .
Exactly the same procedure as for scalar leptoquarks has been used to determine the mass limits and limits on the Yukawa coupling for vector leptoquarks. The systematic errors are also identical. The results for the mass limits are shown in Table 6 . The upper limit at the 95 % CL of the coupling λ as a function of the mass M LQ is given in Figs. 10-11.
Conclusions
We have searched for singly-produced leptoquarks in electron-photon interactions at an e + e − centre-of-mass energy of 189 GeV using the data collected with the OPAL detector at LEP. The data correspond to an integrated luminosity of about 160 pb −1 . Some scalar leptoquark states can also be identified with squarks in charge state β = 1 β = 0.5 R-parity violating SUSY models. No evidence was found for the production of these particles. Therefore, 95% confidence limits were set on the mass as well as on the Yukawa coupling λ for scalar and vector leptoquarks and λ ′ for squarks as a function of the mass for different branching fractions β in eq final states. Cross-section excluded at the 95% confidence level, σ 95 , using the number of candidates in the data for each channel separately, corresponding to β=1 for the electron-quark channel (full line) and β=0 for the neutrino-quark channel (dashed line), as well as for equal branching ratio into both channels (β=0.5, dotted line). The expected SM background, the mass resolution, the candidates, and the efficiencies are taken into account in the calculation. The cross-section for the production of the states a) S 1/2 (charge −5/3) and b)Ṽ 0 are also shown. 24 Figure 12 : Limit on M LQ as a function of β for couplings of electromagnetic strength (λ = √ 4πα em ) for the charge ±1/3 scalar states. The limit on β is compared to the D0 results [14] . For β ≡ 0 no production in eq collisions is possible.
